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With an increasing demand for prosthesis hip implantation, there is an increasing need for a more sophisticated wear testing 
device which would simulate the geometrical parameters, kinematic motions, load profile and biological lubricating conditions 

across the articulating surfaces of pair of materials of hip implants. Investigations on wear mechanisms and quantifying the wear 
depth distribution in acetabular cups have been extensively undertaken by researchers over the last two decades using in vitro studies. 
While the load profile is well defined in ISO–14242 for a gait cycle, numerous investigations are performed using hip simulators and 
computational techniques to propose wear rate, wear tracks and wear depth distribution in acetabular cups. However, there is a need 
to understand wear depth distribution and wear tracks from in vivo studies to integrate kinematic motion and load profile across 
articulating surfaces of hip joint and design a wear mechanism for a wear screening device. In this work, retrieval study is carried 
out on a scanning white light interferometer using 20 retrieved acetabular cups from Indian patients and compared with wear depth 
distribution and wear tracks using hip simulators and computational techniques.

Maximum linear wear was observed to be in the supero-posterior region of the cup. New wear sliding track is extracted from 
the wear depth distribution using Archard’s wear law and load profile in a gait cycle (as per ISO–14242). Procedure has been devised 
to plot the most dominant wear sliding track and a complete protocol of wear sliding tracks has been proposed to customize wear 
screening device (like ball-on-disc or pin-on-disc tribometer) in order to get results similar to the clinical study. Comparative results 
show that wear distribution and wear track is primarily dependent on the materials of the contact pair constituting the acetabular 
cup and the femur head, type of motion and load profile during human gait cycle over the functional life of the artificial hip joint.
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